 ATHLETIC SPONSORED EVENT STATEMENT

The Department of Athletics, as manager of William and Mary Hall, has certain rights and responsibilities in the oversight of the building. This statement of policy is not intended to be all inclusive. The purpose is to generally outline the definition of an event sponsored by Athletics, be that a sport, administrative unit or the Tribe Club. As a statement of policy, only events so defined as sponsored by Athletics qualify for a waiver or reduction in rental fees for the use of selected spaces in William and Mary Hall.

An event “sponsored by athletics” must be initiated, planned and supervised by a bona fide staff member. The event should be open to a targeted, yet diverse, group of individuals of athletic interest. The purpose of the meeting should be to cultivate interest or solicit direct financial support for the athletic department, or a specific sport within the department.

The only exception to this policy may be a one-time meeting for a recognized charitable organization. In this instance the rental fee may be waived, yet any requests for support beyond the space must be the financial responsibility of the requesting organization. If security is required for access, any expense would also be the responsibility of the user.